Shadow // Yaddo
Hosted by Elaina Richardson

Connect, listen, converge.
Discover the source of the cultural alchemy that has
shaped our last century. Everyone has a podcast,
but not everyone has access to Yaddo—the
preeminent retreat for artists and global community
of creatives now sculpting our future.

Psst… you’re invited
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Shadow // Yaddo is the VIP club where everyone has a table. Join the exclusive company of
the world’s leading minds. Your audience? Hip, in uential, diverse, blue-chip, forwardthinking. Small enough to say cozy, but about to skyrocket. Partner now with Shadow //
Yaddo, and we’ll paint your name in neon. Sponsor Shadow // Yaddo!

Our
Podcast
Kicks.

Broadcasting
hope, resistance,
humor and Humor
curiosity! TV
Shadow // Yaddo is a biweekly
podcast that celebrates cutting-edge
artists and creates a loyal following
for exceptional and emerging work.
We are the future. The names you
hear now are the next generation of
geniuses.
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Fine Art
Music
Film
Books

Theater
Photography

On Shadow // Yaddo:
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Sheri
Fink on our global pandemic
Secret literary handshake — Rick
Moody: Life Coach
Photographer Peter Kayafas and
bestselling novelist Maxim Loskutoff
on The Way West
Pulitzer Prize-winning composer
Paul Moravec on going viral
Writer-director Adam Goldman on
bootstrapping his way to a TV series
Cannes and Sundance Film Festival
alum Miranda July
Bestselling children’s book author
Jewell Parker Rhodes
Zia Haider Rahman and Brian
Christian on turning STEM
into STEAM
Mega-talent Mark King brings the
cocktail party to you
Pulitzer Prize-winner Ayad Akhtar on
his “Best Book of the Year”

Change or die
The way people consume media has changed. The
COVID-19 pandemic has shown us that maintaining
relationships and building networks is crucial to our own
wellbeing and to the survival of the arts. Shadow //
Yaddo leverages our diverse, über-engaged community
of artists, media-makers and creative professionals
to curate a versatile channel for our rapidly growing new
audience of podcast listeners. In short, we’ve created a
global hub for connecting creative thinkers.

Iconic inventor and NASA’s rst
artist-in-residence Laurie Anderson
An artist to watch: Glendalys Medina
Scottish novelist Andrew O’Hagan
on his “proudly misspent youth”
Performance artist Chin Chih Yang
on street art
British writer, novelist and cultural
critic Olivia Laing on talismans

Top countries are the United States, the United Kingdom and
Australia. Our top listening hot spot is New York City. We have
growing listenership in Japan, France, Spain, Belgium and
Canada. We also see signi cant growth in major podcasting
platforms like Apple Podcasts and Spotify.

Find us anywhere you get your podcasts

From our guests and listeners

Listeners from across the globe nd us
on a variety of streaming platforms

I'm so happy for the opportunity to do this! It was a real
pleasure. I also really enjoyed the episode!
–David Cale, playwright, performer
This sounds wonderful. “Nature Noir” is just perfect.
Thank you for featuring my work.
–Nathaniel Rich, writer
Just tuned in and really enjoyed the episode! I
appreciate you all asking me to join, it’s been my
pleasure. Will continue sharing and sending! You guys
are awesome.
–Sylver Wallace, sound scholar, performer
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Editor-extraordinaire Patricia Towers
on growing pains
NPR veteran Jacki Lyden reports
from the Heartland
Composer and singer-songwriter
Gabriel Kahane shares his
groundbreaking oratorio on
homelessness
Internationally acclaimed composer
Dalit Warshaw on how the Theremin
—an electronic instrument invented
by a Russian physicist and KGB
operative—helped her embrace
possibility
Mike Doughty, former Soul
Coughing frontman, on his new
band, new book and why he always
keeps a guitar in his hands.
Acclaimed documentary lmmaker
Mitch McCabe on experimental lm

I just listened, and it is so beautifully done! You
managed to convey the essence, merging it with music,
so aptly!
–Dalit Warshaw, composer

Founding editor of New York
magazine’s Vulture Melissa Maerz on
her obsession with the cult classic
lm Dazed and Confused

I loved this!
–Michelle Charles, visual artist

Shadow // Yaddo is exquisite: a boon and a balm. Thank
you for making this podcast. I'll look forward to each
episode!
–M. Allen Cunningham, writer

This is a marvelous podcast!
–Jacki Lyden, author, journalist, NPR reporter
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New York Times features reporter
Katherine Rosman on Royal style

I’m laughing at the “Falling Down is Funny” Shadow //
Yaddo podcast. It's wonderful and I will listen to them all
now. Thinking of you all and my wonderful weeks at
Yaddo.
–Jo Stockham, visual artist

Thanks for including "Homonormo" on the podcast! I
dream of being a Yaddo resident one day so it's exciting
to hear that I'm on your radar.
–Arthur Moon, musician
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Our audience is sophisticated, young,
educated, highly engaged and loves
Shadow // Yaddo!

Lincoln Center headliner Joseph
Keckler—vagabond, magician,
author, and mind-blowing vocalist
Before indie-stardom, The Lazours
were on Shadow // Yaddo…
Bestselling humorist David Sedaris
on becoming a writer

Shadow // Yaddo has tremendous growth
potential… and we’re promoting it like crazy.
Based on the latest research by PwC (adjusted for
COVID), podcasting is expected to continue with a
growth rate of 14% each year. Podcast listeners
voluntarily listen and are the most loyal and engaged
digital media consumers.
1,311

January Unadjusted (1,794)

Biweekly e-blast
To 6k constituents, including artists and donors, with an average
open rate of 30%.

Episode posts on Yaddo.org
Each episode gets a unique page to boost SEO

1,190

Promotion on social media platforms

Monthly Plays

1,080
980

Instagram (4.9K), Facebook (7K), Twitter (3.5K)
Targeted Advertisements

889
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304

496

550

547

603
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732

807

Leveraging guests

Projected 10.2% Growth

Through sharing on their channels and word of mouth

4,748 Total Plays
(4/21/21)

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Nov Dec Jan

Cross-promoting with other podcasts
Attracts an audience that already listens to podcasts

We love our diverse listener
base. Our sweet spot is age
28+ with 65% of listeners
identifying as women.

Mentioned at Yaddo’s events
Keeps Shadow // Yaddo front and center within our community

Shadow // Yaddo swag
0-17

18-22

23-27

28-34

35-44

45-59

60-105

Given to artists in residence and podcast guests.
Coinciding social media campaign tied to images of swag

Sponsor Shadow // Yaddo!

With provocative, surprising content, our podcast fuels
intimate conversations that foreshadow the next big idea
Angel
Sponsorship Package

Big
talent
$100,000
Big in uence
Big impact

Retreat to Advance
Yaddo is the leading nonpro t retreat for
artists. We nurture the creative process
by inviting artists to our 400-acre estate
in Saratoga Springs, New York, where
they are given uninterrupted time, space
and freedom to create their best work.
Shadow // Yaddo sponsorship supports
the artists working at Yaddo.

15-second host read spot in each episode.

Audio commercial designed by a Yaddo artist.
Additional marketing elements created by
professional graphics artists.

Sponsor mentioned in podcast copy, on our
website and social media platforms.
Sponsor recognized in our e-blasts, print
publications, invitations, and on screen at our
National Bene t in Manhattan.
Yaddo’s Podcast Studio will be named for the
sponsor, each episode cited as “Broadcast
“Live from the (Sponsor’s) Studio.
Signed swag from guests (books, records,
Shadow // Yaddo merch, Yaddo merch, etc.)
Tickets to Yaddo events

Patron
Sponsorship Package

$50,000
15-second host read spot in each episode.
Sponsor mentioned in podcast copy, on our
website, and our social media platforms.
Sponsor recognized in our e-blasts, print
publications and on screen at our National
Bene t in Manhattan.

Sponsor table at Yaddo bene ts

Swag from guests (books, records, prints,
etc.)
Yaddo event tickets

Tailored
Opportunities:
Sponsor a recurring
segment, creative
commercial or cameo in
the broadcast.
We’re open to other
fun, creative ideas.
Reach out!

Guardian
Sponsorship Package

$25,000
15-second host read spot in eight episodes
Sponsor mentioned in podcast copy, on our
website and on our social media platforms.
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Shadow // Yaddo or Yaddo swag

